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Premier Real Estate Group is a team of four Real Estate Investors in Santa Maria, CA who specialize in

flipping homes. The four gentlemen who started Premier have a wide range of experience and are

very skilled, however, their business was not scaling. At first glance, they appear efficient and happy

because of their closing volume and social media posts. But taking a closer look, we found

operational flaws, issues with communication, and challenges with time management. Once we

addressed these obstacles, business increased almost effortlessly, and doing more business is now

easier than doing less.

PREMIER REAL ESTATE'S 
PROBLEM



OUR SOLUTION AND RESULTS

We’ve seen the dramatic and instant effect that adopting an “outsider’s perspective” can bring to a company. An outsider’s
perspective, watching things with fresh eyes, quickly delivers insights on how to improve. 

Consider this: A writer can read their own work ten times and find no errors, while a proofreader can spot a spelling error on the

first read. It’s not that the writer was unable to spot the typos, but rather that they were so hyper   focused on the work that

they were not able to see the errors. A fresh perspective shines a light on problems that would otherwise have gone unseen and

identifies opportunities that are hiding in plain sight. 

All this was revealed using our Built to Last Assessment TM which immediately revealed several areas where we could help

them scale.  

Over the last 18 months, Premier Real Estate has improved its mindset, and we adopted the saying, “  10k a day.” Everything

we do is geared toward them making   10k a day. We’ve dramatically improved the Roles and Responsibilities of each person,

added virtual assistants, added in   person staff, and created a custom Monthly Referral Organizer TM that tracks every single

lead, the lead source, lead to a contract, contact to close, and ROI on each referral channel.

This company is making big moves and is getting very close to    10k a day.
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Pre-Ultimate 

Business Partners

With the Ultimate

Business Partners

Accounts PyramidTM was implemented with a 

massive plan of action that introduced them to 

local Relators and other business professionals 

who started referring deals.

MRO ™ was implemented so now they know which ad 

campaigns are working and which are not. There is 

no more guesswork, it's very systemized and 

everyone sees the results.

Roles and Responsibilities are clearly defined and 

the team is working less because they are not 

duplicating efforts.

Vision of the company is clear and everyone knows 

what they need to do to make it happen.

Introduced a daily team meeting that keeps 

everyone on track

Stagnant, no growth even though they were 

working more and more hours

Roles and responsibilities were not clearly defined, 

everyone was very reactive. They were not in 

control of their schedule. 

Vision was not clearly defined

Key metrics were not being measured, no organic 

referral sources

Investing time and resources into generating leads 

without knowing the ROI
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